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KANDLE DELIVERS A BLISTERING TAKE DOWN 

TO ABUSERS WITH NEW SINGLE  

“NOBODY WANTS YOU NOW” 
 

 
 

 

Kandle delivers a blistering takedown of abusers with the third track, Nobody Wants You Now, 

from her sophomore record, Holy Smoke. Kandle has also announced album release show in 

Toronto on November 6th. 

  

Listen: Kandle “Nobody Wants You Now” 

  

Speaking on “Nobody Wants You Now”, Kandle explains “With high profile men continuing to 

deny, minimize and whine about their pariah status, it’s the perfect time to emphasize that they 

have no right to resume their lives as if they hadn’t damaged and forever altered so many 

women’s lives…The #MeToo movement rightly began with a focus on women and there it has to 

remain.” 

  

The road to Holy Smoke was an intense and winding one. Over three years, multiple producers 

and studios, burnt bridges, broke living, and heartbreak, Kandle’s relentless drive to deliver her 

latest album challenged her, transformed her as an artist, and helped create her bravest and most 

devastating artistic statement to date.  

  

The recording of the album nearly spans the country, from Victoria to Toronto and even her 

Montreal bedroom, and features an all-star cast of contributors. Peter Dreimanis of July Talk 

lends his vocals; prolific hired gun Leon Taheny appears on “Child of Fate;” John Agnello (Kurt 

Vile, Sonic Youth) and Alex Bonenfant produce; and Broken Social Scene’s Sam Goldberg Jr. 

provides a massive chunk of the album’s instrumentation. 

  

Fearlessness is wrapped up in each of the record’s 11 tracks—Kandle tackles sexual assault, 

abuse of power, life on the road, trauma, and pain with vulnerability and force. Enveloped by 

vivid soundscapes that create a witchy world of noir soul, shadowy pop, and ghostly rock ’n’ roll, 

https://youtu.be/Vf9XNKJuIpY
https://youtu.be/Vf9XNKJuIpY
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her commanding voice emerges as the lone light in Holy Smoke’s dense haze, leading the listener 

toward a mysterious, enthralling finale, but no resolution. 

  

Tour Dates:  

Oct 13 - Bistro Café Summum, Chicoutimi, QC 

Oct 18 - Baby’s All Right, Brooklyn, NYC 

Oct 20 - Minotaure, Gatineau, QC 

Oct 30 - Montreal, QC - M2 (MTELUS) 

Nov 6 - The Lulu Lounge, Toronto, ON 

 
 

  

Website:    http://www.kandle-music.com 

Label:     Sleepless Records 

Press:     Simon Fauteux – simon@sixmedia.ca 

Radio:     Alex Pouliot – alex@artifice.live 
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